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How To Defeat The Empire

The Barbarity of US-NATO,
War Propaganda and the
“Rule of International Law”

My book, Voices from Syria, and my
website marktaliano.net represent my
efforts to take a stand for civilization and
the rule of international law against the
barbarity that NATO and its allies have
been imposing on Syria and its peoples.

One of the biggest and most consistent challenges of my young career
so far has been finding ways to talk about solutions to our predicament
in a way that people will truly hear. I talk about these solutions
constantly, and some readers definitely get it, but others will see me
going on and on about a grassroots revolution against the
establishment narrative control machine and then say “Okay, but what
do we do?” or “You talk about problems but never offer any
solutions!” - Pg 1-2

How The BBC's Quentin Sommerville Created
Fairytales Of Underground Hospitals In Syria
In August 2013 the BBC produced a fake video headlined "Saving
Syria’s Children" about an alleged chemical weapon attack in Syria
which it claimed was caused by the Syrian government. Robert Stuart
has since pressed the BBC to admit the obvious fabrication of these
scenes (https://bbcpanoramasavingsyriaschildren.wordpress.com/). Pg 2-6

Israel Directing Policy Through US Treasury:
Sanctioning Hezbollah’s Political Allies in
Lebanon
Nearly three years into the Trump administration, one thing is clear: as it
struggles to wage any direct military or proxy wars, Washington has instead
relied on economic warfare against its perceived enemies, and largely on
behalf of the state of Israel. Rather than hamper its supposed enemies, this
policy is actually driving sanctioned parties into closer alliances, and
hastening the inevitable geopolitical realignment of the region and the world.
Pg 10-14

Pg 6

Human Trafficking is Booming
in Yemen as the War Enters its
Fifth Year

A Yemeni boy looks back while laying on the ground as he begs
for money in an alley of the old city of Sanaa, Yemen. Muhammed
Muheisen | AP

A complete absence of law and order in
Yemen has given rise to a black Suq
(market) of human trafficking on a scale
never before seen in the war-torn and warweary nation. Pg 7-10

Additional Articles
Iran Was Ready to Attack US
Bases...: Pg 14-18
Russian Foreign Ministry on
Syria...: Pg 18-20
US military encircling Venezuela...:
Pg 20-22

The Kashmir Crisis...: Pg 22-27
Iran rejects Pompeo’s ‘lies’ about
Yemeni drone...: Pg 27-28
President Assad Issues a New
General Amnesty...: Pg 28-30
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they are the root of all our
getting soaked and we can’t
problems. As long as the
even get a match lit. The first
plutocrat-controlled media are order of business must
able to manufacture consent for necessarily be to find a way to
Source:
https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2019/09/1 the status quo upon which those protect our fire-starting area
0/how-to-defeat-the-empire/
plutocrats built their respective from the downpour of
empires, there will never be the establishment propaganda.
By Caitlin Johnstone
possibility of a successful
revolution. People will never
A decentralized guerrilla psywar
rebel against a system while
against the propaganda machine
Part of the difficulty is that I
they’re
being
successfully
is the best solution to this
don’t talk much about the old
propagandized not to. It will
problem.
attempts at solutions we’ve
never,
ever
happen.
already tried that people have
By psywar I mean a grassroots
been conditioned to listen for. I
don’t endorse politicians, I don’t Most people who want drastic psychological war against the
advocate starting a new political systematic changes to the way establishment propaganda
power operates in our society
machine with the goal of
party, I don’t support violent
utterly
fail
to
take
this
into
weakening public trust in prorevolution, I don’t say that
capitalism contains the seeds of account. Most of them are aware empire narratives. People only
to some extent that
believe sources of information
its own destruction and the
that they trust, and propaganda
proletariat will inevitably rise up establishment propaganda is
happening,
but
they
fail
to
fully
cannot operate without belief.
against the bourgeoisie, and in
appreciate
its
effects,
its
power,
Right now trust in the mass
general I don’t put much stock in
and the fact that it’s continually media is at an all-time low while
the idea that our political
our ability to network and share
systems are in and of themselves getting more and more
sophisticated. They continue to information is at an all-time
sufficient for addressing our
talk about the need for a
high. Our psywar is fought with
biggest problems in any
particular political movement, the goal of using our
meaningful way.
for this or that new government unprecedented ability to
policy, or even for a full-fledged circulate information to continue
What I do advocate, over and
revolution, without ever turning to kill public trust in the mass
over and over again in as many and squarely focusing on the
media, not with lies and
different ways as I can come up elephant in the room that none of propaganda, but with truth. If we
with, is a decentralized guerrilla these things will ever happen as can expose journalistic
psywar against the institutions long as most people are
malpractice and the glaring plot
which enable the powerful to
successfully propagandized into holes in establishment narratives
manipulate the way ordinary
being uninterested in making
about things like war, Julian
people think, act and vote.
them happen.
Assange, Russia etc, we will
make the mass media look less
It’s
like
trying
to
light
a
fire
trustworthy.
“How To Win A Grassroots
Media Rebellion“ - Caitlin without first finding a solution to
the problem that you’re standing By decentralized I mean we
Johnstone At Ron Paul
under pouring rain. Certainly we should each take responsibility
Institute Conference:
can all agree that a fire is sorely for weakening public trust in the
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=dFprL7aC0Vk&feature=youtu.be needed because it’s cold and wet propaganda machine in our own
and miserable out here, but
way, rather than depending on
I talk about narrative and
we’re never going to get one
centralized groups and
propaganda all the time because going while the kindling is
organizations. The more

How To Defeat The
Empire
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centralized an operation is, the
easier it is for establishment
manipulators to infiltrate and
undermine it. This doesn’t mean
that organizing is bad, it just
means a successful grassroots
psywar won’t depend on it. If
we’re each watching for
opportunities to weaken public
trust in the official narrative
makers on our own personal
time and in our own unique way
using videos, blogs, tweets, art,
paper literature, conversations
and demonstrations, we’ll be far
more effective.

should be our foremost priority.
So do what I do, but keep in
mind that each individual must
sort out the particulars for
themselves. We’ve each got our
own strengths and abilities that
we bring to the psywar: some of
us are funny, some are artistic,
some are really good at putting
together information and
presenting it in a particular
format, some are good at finding
and boosting other people’s
high-quality attacks. Everyone
brings something to the table.
The important thing is to do
whatever will draw the most
public interest and attention to
what you’re doing. Don’t shy
away from speaking loud and
shining bright.

How The BBC's
Quentin
Sommerville
Created Fairytales
Of Underground
Hospitals In Syria
Source:
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2019/
09/how-the-bbcs-quentin-sommervillecreated-fairytales-of-undergroundhospitals-in-syria.html

By b
By guerrilla I mean constantly
attacking different fronts in
Today the BBC posted on its
different ways, never staying
website another Syria clip under
with the same line of attack for
the title Idlib's secret hospitals
long enough to allow the
hiding from air strikes:
propagandists to develop a
It isn’t necessary to come up
counter-narrative. If they build with your own complete How It Air strikes have been targeting
up particularly strong armor
Is narrative of exactly what is
hospitals in the rebel-held
around one area, put it aside and happening in our world right
province of Idlib, Syria, despite
expose their lies on an entirely now; with the current degree of
the fact that it is a war crime.
different front. The
disinformation and government
Medics have been forced
propagandists are lying
opacity that’s too difficult to do underground in order to survive.
constantly, so there is never any with any degree of completion
shortage of soft targets. The only anyway. All you need to do is
The UN accuses the Syrian
consistency should be in
wake people up in as many ways government and allied Russian
attacking the propaganda
as possible to the fact that
warplanes of conducting a
machine as visibly as possible. they’re being manipulated and deadly campaign that appears to
deceived. Every newly opened
target medical facilities.
As far as how to go about that pair of eyes makes a difference,
BBC's Middle East
attack, my best answer is that
and anything you can do to help
correspondent, Quentin
I’m leading by example here.
facilitate that is energy well
Sommerville,
visits one hospital
I’m only ever doing the thing
spent.
in a secret location.
that I advocate, so if you want to
know what I think we should all Without an effective propaganda Sommerville starts with standing
do, just watch what I do. I’m
machine, the empire cannot rule. next to a destroyed building
only ever using my own unique Once we’ve crippled public trust claiming that it has been a
set of skills, knowledge and
in that machine, we’ll exist in a hospital that was bombed. He
assets to attack the narrative
very different world already, and says: "This is the only building
control engine at whatever
the next step will present itself that was targeted here."
points I perceive to be the most from there. Until then, the attack
vulnerable on a given day.
on establishment propaganda
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The scene cuts to one filmed at
the entrance of roughly dug cave
while the reporter insinuates that
both are the same.

Immediately after the
explosions, but not before them,
the sound of a passing jet is
It isn't the "only building that
was targeted" there. It is the only heard.
building that was there. The
building is standing within an
orchard. There are no other
buildings or infrastructure
around it. Why would anyone
have built a hospital far from a
town? There are no signs that
building ever was a hospital and
is doubtful that it was one.
The next shot has been shown in
other TV clips (on Channel 4?).
It shows the entrances to some
caves but no car, no persons and
nothing else is around it.

I have never heard or seen of a
jet that manages to release six
bombs that land in such a tight
pattern and explode all at the
very same time. Compare the
impact pattern and explosion
timing with this recent U.S.
carpet bombing of an island in
Iraq:

The reporter claims that the cave
is a hospital.

(https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/2
0190913-us-carpet-bombs-iraq-islandinfested-with-daesh-fighters/).

He walks further down the stairs
And why please was the camera
into the cave …
in place that made such a tight
shot of it?
This was clearly a stunt made
with some buried explosives that
were centrally ignited at the
same time. The jet noise was
later added to the shot.
In the next scene two people
walk down a concrete stairway
within a regular building.

Suddenly six explosions happen
at the very same time.
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... and ends up in a well built
building with straight painted
walls and a nice balustrade. This
might be a hospital but there is
no sign that it is one. What is
certain is that it is not
underground or in a cave.
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Idleb city and right next to the
Turkish border near the Olive
Some scenes are similar. The
Tree refugee camp near the town 'bombed hospital' is there. The
of Atmah. It is sponsored by
fake 'bombing' of the caves is
Orient Charity, established by
also in it. The interview scene
the Syrian anti-Assad
with the Arabic speaking doctor
businessman Ghassan Aboud
in the 'underground hospital' is
who lives in the UAE, and is
missing in this version but the
operated by the Muslim
same person reappears.
Brotherhood aligned Syrian
American Medical Society
Sommerville speaks with the
(SAMS). Ghassan Aboud also UN Humanitarian Coordinator
owns Orient News which is a
for Syria about the coordination
Jihadist outlet. There follow the system for hospitals. The
typical pictures of injured
hospitals are supposed to tell the
children which are used to create UN there geographic coordinates
more hate against the Syrian
which the UN then hands to
government and the millions of Russia with the request not to
children it protects from the U.S. bomb those places. The UN's
sponsored Jihadists attacks.
Pomos Moumtzis defends the
system. Sommerville claims that
The whole claim of the BBC clip
40 such hospitals have been
is that the hospitals are
bombed in recent months.
underground because they get
Syria's Idleb governorate never
bombed. But the part that is
had that many hospitals.
supposed to prove that is clearly
cut from a real building scene to
What is happening here is that
a walk down into a cave scene
the Jihadis, with whom
and back to a real building
Sommerville traveled and who
scene. The sequence is clearly a
he rightly says are seen as
propaganda fake.
terrorist even by the 'west',
On
his
Twitter
account
Quentin
report the coordinates of their
The clip continues with
Sommerville posted another
headquarters and weapon depots
Sommerville talking to some
version
of
his
Idleb
tale.
It
is
as hospitals. The UN has no way
'doctor' who answers in Arabic.
longer and the cut differs
to check their claims. When the
significantly from the clip on the Russian or Syrian airforce then
BBC website.
bomb those places the Jihadis
claim that their hospitals were
hit.
There are more false sequences
in the longer clip Sommerville
tweeted.
At 4:27 the cameraman rides on
the back of a motorcycle through
a covered alley or basement into
a 'hospital entrance'. More than a

Then follow scenes from the
Atmah Charity Hospital which is
a real hospital. It lies north of
4
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dozen motorcycles are parked
there and there is professional
ventilation.

Which is the real sequence Mr.
Sommerville? Is the hospital at
the lower end of the rough wall
tunnel or is it at the upper end?
Could you please make up your
mind?

At 5:00 min Sommerville says
that he travels further south
Summerville continues: "Even towards the frontline escorted by
under this solid rock we await the Jihadist controlled 'Salvation
the next attack." The scene cuts government'. The scene cuts to a
It is the very same 'underground to two men running down an
drone shot of a refugee camp
underground tunnel with rough insinuating that it is in the same
hospital' and the same Arabic
speaking 'doctor' as in the first walls.
southern area. But the camp is
clip. Notice that the 'doctor' rode
like all refugee camps in Idleb in
his motorcycle through town
the north directly at the Turkish
while wearing his supposedly
border. The border wall which
clean clinic clothes.
Turkey erected can be clearly
seen behind it. The place is far
from the frontline.

It is the same tunnel as in the
first clip.
The sequence as a whole makes
no sense. If the hospital is 'out of
reach of the bombs' why run
Sommerville narrates: "This
hospital is very deep out of reach further down from it?
of the bombs. We were told to
The two Sommerville videos
In the first clip the storyline
move fast too."
show how the BBC works. First
around the same 'underground a politically wanted narrative is
The above scene cuts to two men hospital' is the opposite of the
created. Scenes are then taken
storyline in the second version. and cut into sequences that fit
running down a basement
In the first clip the reporter
stairway seemingly from the
that narrative. The same or
hospital. It is the same stairway walks first down the stairway
similar scenes can be used to
and then down the rough tunnel create a different version of the
as in the first clip but filmed
to allegedly reach the
from a slightly different
same narrative or even a
'underground hospital'. In the
perspective and in a different
completely different one.
second longer clip the reporters Neither of those narratives needs
take.
leave from the 'underground
to be anywhere near the realities
hospital' down the stairway and on the ground.
further down into the rough cut
tunnel to be more safe from
Unfortunately many people fall
bombs.
for such cheap propaganda junk.
5
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The intent is there. Have we
The pre-planned NATO war of forgotten Madeline Albright and
aggression against Syria is not a the mass murdering economic
“civil war”. The term “civil war” warfare imposed on Iraq? “We
connotes a false equivalency
think the price is worth it,” she
between both sides, an internal said.
The Barbarity of US- conflict. It is a war lie.
The so-called ”sanctions” that
NATO, War
The Western -supported
the West is imposing on Syria
Propaganda and the terrorists are chameleons with are criminal economic warfare.
names, and they include al This warfare murders children,
“Rule of International many
Qaeda and ISIS. The Syrian
women and men. Again, the
Law”
people overwhelmingly reject
intent is there.
Source:
them. The West supports ISIS
https://www.globalresearch.ca/speechand all the terrorists. It is not
Even the term “proxy war” is
for-the-general-federation-of-tradegoing
after
ISIS.
The
“Caliphate
misleading. There is no
unions-conference-inProject” is a CIA Project.
equivalency between the warring
damascus/5689338
sides. Syria and its allies are
By Mark Taliano
The elected Syrian government fighting a just war, self-defense,
is legitimate. It is not a regime. all within the framework of
Transcript of Speech, General
The terrorists are the brutal
international law. The other side
Federation of Trade Unions
dictators.
Our
governments
are
consists of al Qaeda, ISIS, antiConference in Damascus
the brutal dictators. President democratic SDF, criminal
Assad and the Syrian
occupiers. NATO and its allies
I have not stood idly by and I
government
are
not.
command and control them all.
will not stand idly by as Western
There is no equivalency.
governments and their agencies
Similarly,
the
notion
that
the
war
indoctrinate the Western
“Moderate” terrorists never
collective mindset with criminal is a “revolution” is a lie.
Western-supported
terrorists
existed. Think about that one.
war propaganda.
displaced peaceful
It’s true.
demonstrations,
murdered
Our resistance demands
cohesiveness, a shared, truthful government security personnel When we use the same truthful
nomenclature/word choice, just
vocabulary that distinguishes us and others. It was an
“intelligence”
operation.
as mainstream media uses the
from the lies of the broad-based
same lying nomenclature, the
media. Our words are words of Weapons and terrorists came
from
Libya
and
beyond.
people’s resistance becomes a
truth and justice, and clarity. Our
more powerful humanitarian
words are not isolated
It
was
never
an
“intervention”.
intervention. It is a reality-based
soundbites, fabricated to
Intervention is a sanitized word “intervention” that supports
deceive. Our words are
that camouflages the antirather than destroys humanity.
embedded in historical truths,
humanitarian reality which is
historical contexts.
that Empire and its proxies mass I join with my colleagues here in
murder children, women, and
a unified resistance against
The globalizing war that the
imperialism in all its forms,
West is waging is not a War on men. Empire’s sectarian
terrorists
mass
murder
Syrians,
against colonialism, and against
Terror. It is a War Of Terror.
Empire’s bombs mass murder
Zionism.
The West and its agencies
Syrians,
and
Empire’s
economic
support the terrorists in Syria.
warfare mass murders Syrians. Thank you.
This is the truth.
(TCTT editor note: If you pay a BBC tv
licence you are helping to fund
propagandists that cover up the crimes
of war criminals, terrorists &
paedophiles)
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of his kidneys. Days later
Human Trafficking one
Tawfiq was on a bus to Saudi
is Booming in
Arabia, traveling through alport on the YemenYemen as the War Wadeeah
Saudi border.
Enters its Fifth Year

“A while back there was a case
of a man who was traveling to
Egypt to sell his kidney,” alJailai told MintPress. “We talked
to him and tried to persuade him
not to go, but he refused; he
Source:
Today, Tawfiq suffers from
needed the money.” With an
https://www.mintpressnews.com/human complications arising from his
economy now decimated by
-trafficking-booming-yemenkidney
extraction
and
is
now
more than four years of war,
war/261818/
unable to carry heavy objects. many working-class Yemenis
He told MintPress, “I thought
have abandoned hopes of
By Ahmed Abdulkareem
that removing a kidney would be working a normal job and
a simple arrangement, but now I instead turn to one of the few
AMRAN, YEMEN — The
live in a hell of pain and
options that remain: to sign up
offensive war on Yemen, the
most impoverished nation in the suffering.” Tawfiq’s operation for the fight against Saudi
was crude and involved no
Arabia and the UAE, or to sell
Middle East, was launched in
their organs to survive.
2015 by a U.S.-backed coalition follow-up care.
of Arab countries led by Saudi
Over 20 million Yemenis are
Arabia, the richest nation in the Ismail, the owner of a small
electronics
store
in
Taiz,
currently in need of
Middle East. It has plunged a
told MintPress, as he pointed to humanitarian assistance,
nation already struggling to
the place where one of his
according to the United Nations.
provide basic services to its
kidneys
used
to
reside,
“I
needed
Salaries for teachers and other
citizens into chaos, a nation now
public-sector workers have not
ruled by a ragtag consortium of money to feed my children.”
Ismail
hesitated
while
he
been paid regularly since the war
different groups all thirsting for
power. The result? A complete recounted his story, worried that began and Saudi Arabia seized
the shame of what he had done control of Yemen’s Central
absence of law and order that
would reach his family. Yet
Bank, leaving vulnerable
has given rise to a black Suq
thousands
of
Yemeni
civilians
populations at increased risk of
(market) of human trafficking on
who are living in abject poverty falling victim to human
a scale never before seen in
as a result of the ongoing war
trafficking.
Yemen.
are willing to allow a part of
Thirty-five-year-old Tawfiq hails themselves to be cut out and sold The Yemen Organisation for
in order to be able to sustain
Combating Human Trafficking,
from Amran, a small city in
a Sana’a-based NGO, has
west-central Yemen famous for their families.
documented over 10,000 cases
its ancient mud-brick high-rises
dating back two millennia to the Ali al-Jailai, head of the Yemen of organ sales from the start of
Organisation for Combating
the war in March 2015 to 2017.
Sabean kingdom. Tawfiq was
Human Trafficking,
According to the organization,
among 17 Yemeni victims of
told
MintPress
that
the
wave
of
actual figures could be much
human trafficking who agreed to
higher, as many cases go
speak to MintPress about their famine that hit the country in
2015,
when
the
Saudi-led
war
unreported owing to the
harrowing ordeals. In 2016,
began,
has
augmented
Yemen’s
illegality of the practice,
Tawfiq — desperate to bring
money home to his family, as the human trafficking network and religious concerns, and the
associated stigma of the practice
then-fledgling war decimated the left women and children the
in Yemen’s conservative society.
already shaky Yemeni economy most vulnerable.
— was told by a friend that he
could earn as much as $7,000 for
7
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Although he lost one of his
with few options but to resort to
Officials work with
kidneys, Tawfiq was lucky.
selling their organs out of
brokers and smugglers
Hundreds of Yemenis, including desperation to make ends meet.
women and children, forced to
Maha, who wished to be
“donate” their organs, lose their The blockade has also left a
identified only by her first name,
lives after their livers, kidneys, large number of Yemenis
and her friend, who asked to
spleens, corneas, or even their stranded abroad, including some
remain anonymous, recounted
hearts are removed. One Yemeni students and others who have
how a Yemeni broker had
family recounted
managed to find a way out in
managed to secure passports for
to MintPress, on condition of
hopes of receiving medical
them by contacting staff
anonymity due to the sensitivity treatment. It is estimated,
members at the Yemeni
of the case, how they found their according to data provided by
Consulate in Jeddah, Saudi
son after he went missing:
the Sana`a International Airport
Arabia, who then, together with
“After his abduction we found Media Center, that nearly 4
a Saudi black-market organ
his body thrown in the street,
million Yemenis are currently
dealer, created a formal medical
you could see there had been an stranded abroad. Many of the
report to make the sale of Maha
operation on his body; we asked stranded are left in a state of
and her friend’s kidneys look
for an autopsy and were in shock legal limbo, unable to secure
like a legitimate donor
after we found his heart was
citizenship in neighboring
transplant. The Yemen
gone.”
countries and therefore unable to
Organisation for Combating
work, leaving them with no way
Human Trafficking told
Blockading a way out to earn money short of begging MintPress that collusion by
on the street or agreeing to sell
government officials is rampant
their organs
In addition to poverty and the
in Egypt thanks to the large fees
absence of law enforcement,
government employees charge
there are other reasons why
for coordinating organ sales. “I
human trafficking flourishes in
used to travel to Egypt every
Yemen, perhaps the most
month along with a group of
prominent being the blockade
girls where we would attend
levied against the country by the
concerts at the Emirati Embassy;
Saudi Coalition since 2015.
the trips were coordinated by
Before the war, Yemenis would
high-level employees at the
regularly leave the country to
Yemeni Embassy,” Maha told
A Yemeni vendor sells coffee and in the old
seek better health care,
market in Najran, Saudi Arabia. Hasan Jamali | MintPress.
AP
employment opportunities and
safety abroad — including,
Last year, Musa Al-Ezaki, the
The Yemen Organisation for
somewhat ironically, in
Combating Human Trafficking editor of Yemen’s widelyneighboring Saudi Arabia. Now
circulated Al-Hayat newspaper,
told MintPress that many
— with seaports, airports,
Yemenis who fled when the war made a very public offer to sell
highways and especially the
broke out are now stuck abroad one of his kidneys to the highest
once-bustling Sana`a
bidder. Al-Ezaki coordinated
and that the organization has
International Airport effectively
recorded as many as 300 cases with his brother, who was living
shuttered by the Saudi Coalition
in Egypt at the time, to place an
of Yemenis stranded abroad
— Yemenis are no longer able to
ad in a Cario newspaper with the
selling their kidneys out of
flee the violence in their country
caption, “Under compelling
desperation.
or travel to neighboring wealthy
circumstances I regret to
Gulf countries for stints of work
announce the sale of my kidney
to earn some cash, leaving many
to pay rent; if someone wants to
8
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buy a kidney, please call me.”
It’s unknown if Al-Ezak ever
found a buyer.

favored destinations to which
brokers and smugglers bring
their victims.

others have had their organs
harvested and been left for dead.

A number of families of
MintPress interviewed three
prisoners of war said their loved
Yemeni brokers who said
ones had become victims of
officials in Yemen were assisting human trafficking after being
them in obtaining travel
captured on the front lines. They
documents for their victims and say Saudi Arabia has thus far
connecting them with brokers in refused to hand over their
Saudi Arabia and Egypt to
bodies. One such family told
arrange their travel,
MintPress that they had evidence
accommodation, and surgeries in that the Saudi army extracted
direct coordination with staff in their son Ibrahim’s spleen and
their countries’ embassies. “The cornea from him before he was
government entities here [in
killed, but MintPress was unable
Yemen] and in Saudi Arabia
to independently verify the
make bringing Yemenis abroad claim.
easy for us,” one of the brokers
who asked to be identified as
In June 2019 the United States
Abu Saiyad, which translates to added Saudi Arabia to a list of
The Hunter in English, told
countries it says are not doing
MintPress.
enough to combat human
“[In one case] we formally
trafficking. Instead, the U.S.
contacted embassy officials to Organ brokers in Yemen do not said, the Kingdom has often
coordinate with Egyptian
work under the radar as their
jailed, fined or deported human
authorities in order to return a peers do in neighboring
trafficking victims, accusing
human trafficking victim to
countries. They are known to
them of immigration violations
Yemen, but they refused to
most residents and wander
or prostitution rather than
respond,” al-Jailai told
through camps for the internally providing them assistance.
MintPress. “We have accurate displaced and most major slums
information about the complicity in large cities.
Despite the blacklisting of its
of the Yemeni Embassy [staff] in
Saudi ally, the United States is
Egypt and unfortunately,
Harvesting prisoners of very much complicit in the
organized crime has been able to
human trafficking that has come
war
penetrate it.”
to plague Yemen, according to
many Yemenis, who feel that if
Owing to the increased demand
Owing to the collapse of an
the United States did not offer
for human organs, attributable in
organized health care system in
such generous support to the
large part to the many troops
Yemen, organized criminal
Coalition, their country would
who have sustained injuries
elements are smuggling victims
not be suffering a famine and
while fighting in Yemen, Saudi
to Egypt, the Saudi Arabia and
hence no one would be forced to
Arabia and the UAE have also
China, according to the Yemen
sell their organs, or their honor,
become a sizable market for
Organisation for Combating
to feed their children.
Yemeni victims of human
Human Trafficking. Yet, of the
trafficking. Even some Yemeni
victims and brokers who spoke
While Yemen’s penal code calls
prisoners of war captured on
to MintPress, all indicated that
for 10 years’ imprisonment for
Yemeni battlefields have awoken
Egypt is still one of the most
those engaged in buying or
to find their kidneys removed;
Yemen’s penal code calls for 10
years’ imprisonment for those
engaged in human trafficking.
However, not only are those
laws not being implemented,
government officials, especially
those in the Aden-based
government of Saudi-backed
Abdrabbuh Mansur Hadi, are
often directly involved in
smuggling victims abroad and
issuing permits to make the sale
of organs appear as legitimate
donations to recipients in
countries that are supposed to
require the approval of the
Yemeni Embassy, especially
Egypt.
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selling human beings, the U.S. spoke to MintPress from a
State Department has done
rehabilitation center run by the
nothing to publicly reprimand its Houthis in Sana`a. She told
coalition allies for failing to
MintPress that she is afraid to
tackle trafficking in Yemen — return to her home for fear of
this despite the fact the U.S.’
being killed for violating her
own report lays much of the
family’s honor.
blame at the feet of the
Coalition-backed government in Wealthy Saudi and Emirati
Aden.
patrons often rely on
professional brokers’ networks
Yemen’s women and girls that send trafficked women and
girls to hotels in Ethiopia,
at risk
Djibouti, Egypt and Dubai in
exchange for a commission,
The trafficking of human beings
according to a number of
involves not only human organs
testimonies given to MintPress
but also sexual exploitation, and
by both trafficked victims and
Yemen is no exception.
brokers.
Trafficked Yemeni women are
subjected to rape, violence,
Before the war, Saudi Arabia
extreme cruelty, and many other
was already using Yemen as a
forms of pressure and
hub for so-called “marriage
coercion. Female trafficking
tourism.” Saudi soldiers,
victims who spoke to MintPress
businessmen, and ordinary
reported being forced into
citizens would travel to Yemen
prostitution networks in Saudi
to marry young girls from poor
Arabia and the Emiratis.
families. Many of these girls
A displaced girl stands in her shelter in Abyan, would travel back to Saudi
Yemen, Feb. 9, 2018. Nariman El-Mofty | AP Arabia only to be used
temporarily for sex and then
One victim, who wished to be
simply or abandoned on the
identified only as Samerah, told
streets or sold to traffickers.
MintPress:
"I traveled to Egypt in February
2018. I was taken to a party
featuring the Saudi Ambassador
and the head of the military
police in Saudi Arabia by a
Yemeni and Egyptian woman.
That night I was forced into
having sex and the next day I
was given money and returned
to the embassy.”
Another trafficking victim who
was forced into sex work and
who refused to be identified

Israel Directing
Policy Through US
Treasury:
Sanctioning
Hezbollah’s Political
Allies in Lebanon
Source:
https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/09/1
2/trump-administration-now-threatensto-sanction-hezbollahs-political-alliesin-lebanon/

By Patrick Henningsen

SANCTIONS MILL: President Trump with his
pro-Israel Secretary of Treasury, Steve Mnuchin,
allowing the US Treasury Department to be
virtually commandeered by Israeli interests.

Nearly three years into the
Trump administration, one thing
is clear: as it struggles to wage
any direct military or proxy
wars, Washington has instead
relied on economic warfare
against its perceived enemies,
Even those who voluntarily seek and largely on behalf of the state
to sell their organs out of
of Israel. Rather than hamper its
desperation fall victim to
supposed enemies, this policy is
smugglers and brokers. Aisha, actually driving sanctioned
who agreed to sell her kidney to parties into closer alliances, and
a wealthy Bahraini woman told hastening the inevitable
MintPress that the woman
geopolitical realignment of the
buying her kidney told her that region and the world.
she had paid $30,000 for it.
Aisha received only $5,000.
Through the U.S. Treasury
Department and its own openly
pro-Israel agents of influence,
namely Secretary Steve
Mnuchin and his Under
10
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Secretary for Terrorism and
Hezbollah movement would
has played a pivotal role in
Financial Intelligence Sigal
never had formed in the way that ejecting al Qaeda and ISIS
Mandelker, Israel has been able it did. It was born out of Israel’s terrorists from their enclaves in
to attack and undermine all of its occupation. Indeed, Iran has
Syria, thus thwarting the regime
own geopolitical enemies and
been a traditional supporter of change objectives of US, UK,
region rivals. The chief
the group, which has naturally France, NATO member states,
mechanism for achieving this is drawn the ire of Washington and Turkey, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and
by informally directing the US Tel Aviv, both of whom view
also Israel, too. Likewise IRGC
government through the
both Iran and Hezbollah as a
and Quds special forces and
Treasury Department’s Office of joint obstacle to US-Israeli
military advisors have been
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), strategic security objectives in deployed in Iraq and Syria –
to label any person, politician or the Middle East. In order to
invited by those governments –
state agency – as a “terrorist,” or elevate Hezbollah to ‘most
in order to help subdue the
as a terrorist entity, which is
targeted status,’ US officials
invading terrorist brigades. The
used to apply sanctions against have had to repeatedly recycle same is true for Iranian-backed
any person or entity which Israel fabricated claims that Hezbollah militias in Iraq like the Hash’d
designates as its enemy, or even is acting as a major global
Shaabi (People’s Mobilization
potential enemy. It’s also no
terrorist organisation. In the
Units), predominantly Shia, and
secret that Israeli Prime Minister same breath, US officials, led by who were pivotal in Iraq’s
Benjamin Netanyahu has openly Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, ultimate victory over ISIS in
boasted convincing Trump to
will enthusiastically drift out the 2017. This did not stop US
withdraw from the JCPOA Iran well-worn fable that ‘Iran is the officials from repeatedly
Nuclear Agreement of 2015, a world’s number one statethreatening the Hash’d and
policy move which triggered a sponsor of terror’. Earlier this demanding the Iraqi government
seemingly endless raft of
year, the US also announced that disband the new 120,000 strong
sanctions. As a result of this
henceforth, Iran’s leading
defense force. Veteran journalist
new runaway policy, the list of military divisions, the Iran
Patrick Cockburn summed it up
sanctioned persons and
Revolutionary Guard Corps
when he concluded that the
organisations by the Trump
(IRGC) and Quds Force, are
greatest threat to building peace
administration is the most in US now designated as a “terrorist
in Iraq was not ISIS, but rather,
history.
organisation.” The cold irony
Trump’s determination to ‘pick a
here is that Hezbollah militias fight’ with Iran. Documentation
Firmly in its crosshairs are
are presently fighting (and
on the number of casualties is
Lebanon’s well-established
defeating) actual terrorist
still difficult to determine, but on
political and military wings of organisations like al-Qaeda and the aggregate, between
the Hezbollah organisation.
ISIS (terrorists created, as well Hezbollah, Hash’d, Iranian
However, there is a fundamental as armed and financed by
forces, the losses sustained in the
flaw in the western framing of numerous western and gulf
fight against ISIS and al Qaeda
Hezbollah. Firstly, it’s a
states, including the United
number in the tens of thousands
historical fact that Hezbollah
States) in Syria, Iraq and
– and likely far more than the
was born out of Israel’s illegal Lebanon. This poses a serious combined US soldier death toll
occupation of southern Lebanon. problem for western powers
over the course of its 18 yearHad Israel not invaded and
with neocolonial designs
long War on Terror in Iraq,
occupied this region and
because militarily speaking,
Afghanistan and beyond.
prosecuted its long and violent Hezbollah has upgraded itself
Regardless of general western
military campaign during and
from a largely national defense ignorance of what has actually
after the Lebanese Civil War,
force, to a bona fide region
transpired in Syria since 2011,
then it’s possible that the
player. Since 2013, Hezbollah and in Iraq since 2014, the
11
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people who actually live in the
Middle East know the severity
of this largely foreign-backed
terrorist usurpation.

and imagined conspiracy that
as a post-WWII neocolonial
‘Iran is occupying Syria’ – all of debacle.
which are designed to garner
leverage in Washington whereby
Targeting Hezbollah’s
US officials can view Hezbollah
Political Allies
Regardless of the facts on the
an accomplice to “Iran’s threat
ground, neoconservatives and
world peace.” This is the sort of
Still, Washington insists on
war hawks in the Beltway are
geopolitical gymnastics which
basing its international relations
still happily pressing ahead with Israel is attempting to perform
on numerous fabricated claims
their policies. With Tel Aviv
on a daily basis in order to
about Iran and Hezbollah, much
carefully leading from behind, justify the longest-running, most
of which has been drafted by
Washington has successfully
brutal and inhumane apartheid
Israel’s J Street lobbyists and the
pressured many of its allies to regimes in modern history –
Prime Minister’s office in Tel
obey its geopolitical dictates,
being waged against Palestinians
Aviv. Now the Trump
with the UK, Argentina and
and Arabs in the Middle East.
administration is taking this
Paraguay all falling into line this
method a step further by
year by designating Hezbollah – This week, the US announced it
threatening to sanction any
both its political and military
will increase its sanctions
political allies of Hezbollah in
wings – as a terrorist
against Hamas (placing them in
Lebanon.
organisation, as well as
the same frame as ISIS), one of
pressuring Brazil to follow suit. Palestine’s largest political
After his visit last April to
bodies, and which was elected
Lebanon, Secretary Pompeo told
Of deeper concern for
by Palestinians to govern Gaza.
delegations that the US would
Washington though, is that
How Hamas (or Hezbollah)
sanction political “individuals”
Hezbollah is defending
threatens US security is anyone’s
linked to Hezbollah in order to
Lebanon’s borders from what is guess. This move, announced by
counter their ‘military and
undoubtedly the region’s most Mnuchin himself, is clearly
political growth,’ with the idea
prolific aggressor – Israel. In just designed for the benefit of Israel,
that this will somehow deter Iran
the last few weeks, Israel has
as it further isolates and cuts-off
as well. Al Jazeera also reported
attacked no less than 4 of its
any significant international
on that visit:
neighbours, including
support for Palestine. Like with
unprovoked military strikes
Hezbollah, Hamas is an elected
“Hanin Ghaddar, a visiting
against Syria, Lebanon, Iraq and political party in government –
fellow at the Washington
Palestinians living under illegal now reduced to a “terrorist”
Institute for Near East Policy,
Israeli occupation in Gaza.
organisation. Along with its
told Al Jazeera that, according
Hezbollah also poses another
militia wing, it is resisting an
to her sources, Pompeo warned
threat to Israeli hegemony in the illegal occupation by Israeli
President Michel Aoun of the
region because of its unflagging forces according to numerous
Free Patriotic Movement (FPM)
support for resistance against
UN Resolutions. These are all
and Speaker Nabih Berri of the
Israel’s violent occupation and inconvenient facts which are
Amal movement, with personal
ethnic cleansing of the native
casually brushed aside by most
sanctions.”
Palestinian people. Similarly, the American political and
Islamic Republic of Iran also
mainstream media pundits,
With military options practically
supports the Palestinian
because they do not suit the
off the table, sanctions are one
resistance cause. This is also a object of the exercise – to
of the only remaining options for
predicate for Israel’s various and deplatform and ultimately
Washington and Tel Aviv to
sundry fabricated claims about a dehumanise any local resistance
undermine Hezbollah. But will it
‘secret Iranian nuclear arsenal,’ to what is now widely regarded
work? Washington often claims
12
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it is only levying sanctions in
order to extract concessions, or
to “encourage good behaviour,”
only its record in extracting any
concessions from its enemies as
a result of punitive sanctions
ranges from poor to nonexistent.
Unfortunately, this lagging
counter-move by Washington
may be a day late and dollar
short – because like it or not,
Hezbollah is now a political
force in Lebanese politics who
along with its allies, have a
working majority in the
Lebanese Parliament, as well as
holding key ministerial and
cabinet positions.

Antiwar.com reports…
Assistant Secretary of State
David Schenker says that the US
is “reviewing” its list of
sanctions targets in Lebanon,
based on a desire to expand
sanctions in the country against
individuals who are “aiding and
assisting Hezbollah.”

collective memory for the
foreseeable future). As a result,
the arch of resistance to the last
50 years of US-Israeli
dominance over the region has
grown significantly, stretching
from the Mediterranean to
Persia, and buttressed by
committed support from world
powers like Russia and China.
There can be little debate as to
Hezbollah is, after all, part of the the provenance of such a historic
March 8 Alliance, which
realignment. It is a direct result
controls the majority of the seats of ham-fisted and perennially
in parliament. If this allies-of- deficient US and Israeli policy in
Hezbollah position is applied
the region and globally, and it’s
politically, it would necessarily only pushed the world towards
mean US sanctions on the entire instability and war, and never
elected coalition government.
towards stability and peace. One
might expect the self-described
That wouldn’t necessarily be out realists in Washington to
of keeping with US stated
understand this fait accompli –
positions, as they’ve threatened that targeted parties will simply
Lebanon ahead of virtually every act in their own self-interest in
election in recent memory not to the face of such an arbitrary and
vote for the Hezbollah bloc. It blunt policy instrument.
would, however, derail recent
US interest in trying to build up In short, by allowing Israel to
its influence with the Lebanese commandeer its US Treasury
government, and alienate the
Department, Washington
country’s Sunnis, Shi’ites, and continues to look like it is held
Christians in equal measures.
hostage by the demands of
Israel. This will only exasperate
The reality is that his policy of their desperation as the US
unrestrained, headlong US
struggles to marshal any
sanctions have only driven
meaningful support for what
Washington’s perceived enemies many are increasingly regarding
closer together, by providing
as an incoherent foreign policy.
targeted individuals,
What this US administration has
organisations and states with the yet to realise is that America’s
impetus to form even tighter
only actual power in the wider
cooperative alliances. This is no world was its ability to be
more evident than the US-led
perceived as an honest broker of
collective punishment and
international affairs. That,
economic embargo of Syria,
unfortunately, died with Iraq.
Iran, and also Iraq too
(something which will not
Trump’s sanctions tirade is only
disappear from the Iraqi
accelerating the inevitable. The
While this has often been
proposed in the past, in keeping
with US hostility toward
Hezbollah, it is wildly
problematic, given Hezbollah
exists within Lebanon as a
perfectly legitimate political
party operating within a major
coalition.
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longer they carry on the charade, “As was mentioned in previous
the closer the rest of the world interviews, if they wanted to
will move towards a new multi- attack, we would have attacked
polar order. Whether the world US bases with missiles, and we
can then find any stability in a were ready, and we would have
multi-polar framework will
targeted the US base in al-Udeid
depend largely on the behaviour in Qatar or al-Dhafra in the
of America and its allies, more Emirates or their ships in the
than anyone else’s.
Gulf of Oman or Arabian Sea,
and if they had hit us, we would
hit them back,” General
Iran Was Ready to have
Hajizadeh said in an interview
Attack US Bases in with the Nader’s Show, hosted
Case of Retaliation by Nader Talebzadeh.

people around the world and in
America take a look, they will
see that the distance between
Iran and the United States is
around 12,000 kilometers.
Twelve thousand kilometers
between us and America, and
America has covered this
distance and has come close to
our borders, it builds bases and
is busy spying,” he remarked.

In other words, the general
continued, the issue of
America’s security is not
after US Drone How likely is the possibility of necessarily relevant to this
a military conflict between region, and if a nation wants to
Downing, Says
Iran and the US?:
defend itself it can invest in its
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
IRGC General
neighboring area, but “12,000
v=rExXOyJNXh8&feature=youtu.be kilometers away” cannot be
Source:
https://ahtribune.com/world/northviewed seriously.
africa-south-west-asia/iran/3482- During the interview, General
iran-was-ready-to-attack-us.html Hajizadeh answered some
“Their numerous spy planes are
questions from former CIA
busy flying around outside of
By Nader Talebzadeh
officer Phillip Giraldi, journalist
Iran’s borders and everybody
and author Pepe Escobar and
knows that their intelligence
former Pentagon officer and
activities and collection with
political analyst Michael
manned or unmanned planes is
Maloof.
of a significant magnitude,”
Hajizadeh said, adding, “In this
“Of course, they knew and had
recent incident, we actually
intelligence and were aware of
defended ourselves. The MQthe consequences of that
4C, an advanced US spy plane,
eventuality,” he said. “But if that
entered into Iranian airspace.
incident had occurred, the
Yes, it is correct, it only entered
conflict would have continued
into [Iran] a few kilometers, but
and intensified.”
in any case, we don’t tolerate
even a few meters.”
Brigadier General Amir Ali
US busy spying 12,000
Hajizadeh, commander of the
kilometers away from own He emphasized that his forces
aerospace unit of the Islamic
borders: Hajizadeh
warned the US drone four times
Revolution Guards Corps
before shooting it down “but
(IRGC), says Iran was ready to
they did not pay any attention.”
attack US bases in the region if He pointed out that the US
the country tried to retaliate after presence in the Middle East is
The top Iranian general noted
not justified.
Iran downed its intruding spy
that the IRGC forces could also
drone over the Strait of Hormuz.
“If we take a look at the map of shoot down an American P8 spy
plane, which had a crew of
the world, if free-thinking
14
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approximately 35, but decided
not to do that.
Hajizadeh said the US has no
reason to build military bases in
the Middle East and will be
driven out of the region
inevitably, because “we in the
region witnessed nothing but
insecurity and enmity so far.”
He stated that the US spends
American taxpayers’ money in a
“very destructive” way in the
region. “We witness civil war in
Afghanistan, mass killings
occurred in Iraq in these years,
insecurity in the region, disease,
environmental destruction. With
this money that has been spent
by the Americans, militant
groups like Daesh (ISIS) and alQaeda were created. People
around the world have now
realized that America has spent
this money and is now
supporting Saudi Arabia whose
crown prince murdered
[journalist Jamal] Khashoggi.”

‘Would Americans
tolerate if we sent our
drones to their coasts?’
The IRGC general asked the
American people what their
reactions would be if Iran sent
its drones along the US coasts.
“In other words, if we send our
drones and began doing these
things, would the US tolerate it?
Naturally, they wouldn’t tolerate
it.”
He also rejected US President
Donald Trump’s claim that the
US had been “cocked and
loaded” to retaliate against Iran

but he decided to call off the
mission.

Asked by Mr. Maloof about the
decision-making process of
“Well, let me say that this is not downing the American drone
true,” said General Hajizadeh, and whether it was ordered at the
adding, “This is contrary to
highest levels, General
reality. Look, it’s possible that Hajizadeh said Iranian forces at
within the US military, among any level have specific directives
politicians’ discussions might
on how to act in different
have occurred, but they didn’t circumstances.
reach that decision. Why?
Because we defended ourselves “Look, we have directives that
and downed the US spy drone. we issue to our units,” he
With what excuse did they want explained. “For example, we
to attack?”
specify that if a plane in these
circumstances, with these
conditions, is closing in within a
General Hajizadeh:
Nobody wants war or certain distance, you give a
warning. But if it goes beyond
conflict
certain conditions, you confront
and shoot it down.”
The chief of the IRGC aerospace
unit also said one of the things
Defensive units possess
that “we and the Americans have
higher authority
in common is that nobody wants
compared to offensive
war or conflict, but if an
units, says Hajizadeh
unintentional conflict occurs, it
is possible that it results in a
war.”
“Naturally, we have sets of
authorities at various levels of
“Because of the tensions and the the Guards, some at the
sensitive situation, our region is command level and some at the
like a powder keg,” he
unit level at the borders. In other
cautioned. “When these contacts words, they have a set of
become too close, when forces authorities. For example, it could
come in contact with one
be that launching a missile
another, it is possible that a
requires higher level authority,
conflict happens because of a
which is the case everywhere
misunderstanding.”
around the world. If for
example, an airplane wants to
“In other words, it’s possible
bomb a location, a decision has
that the leaders in Iran and in the to be taken. However, on matters
US do not want war, but the
of defense and air defense, it
forces and troops that are in
could be that a junior officer
contact with one another in the manning his post, when he
region enter into an
identifies a situation and
unintentional war. So, logic
discovers something and sees
dictates that America keeps its that it is not a friendly force, has
distance.”
15
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the duty to confront. He has this MQ-4 drone, a very large spy
directive.”
aircraft.”

parts, and that France and some
other countries with which Iran
has contracts, don’t deliver
automotive spare parts to the
‘Probability of a US
retaliation was very low’ Islamic Republic.

He further explained that
offensive units require authority
at higher levels compared to
defensive units, in which
The same goes for aircraft parts
Hajizadeh argued that the
authority is granted to lower
and even in very trivial things
probability of a US response was
levels.
we are sanctioned, he said.
very low after the incident
“because we had warned them
Hajizadi continued, “For
“So naturally, the import sector
four times, we didn’t do it over
instance, I’m the commander of
for weapons is very limited and
their base, we did it over our
the Aerospace Force, and I was
we didn’t have many options.
space.”
informed only after the drone
Over these years we couldn’t
was targeted and downed. It was
even import simple things like
Considering the fact that Iran
not the case that I was informed
radars which every country
was capable of targeting the P-8
previously and it wasn’t the case
needs for its defense. We can’t
but refrained from doing so, the
that I stayed up and was ready to
attack anybody with that radar,
Americans understood that it
give orders. No, those units are
but it can detect if an aircraft is
was a warning to the US, the
at the border and decide
passing or not, and even this
Iranian commander said.
themselves and have authority.”
they wouldn’t sell to us and this
had dire consequences.”
“Yes, it is true that they lost a
The general noted that a similar
very large aircraft, but nobody
incident occurred a few years
Sanctions made Iran selfwas killed and this was a
ago, when Iranian forces shot
sufficient: IRGC
warning that Mr. Trump also
down an Israeli spy plane which
aerospace unit chief
acknowledged and thanked us
was over Natanz in the central
for choosing to [only] strike the
part of the country, emphasizing,
unmanned aircraft,” he added. The general highlighted that Iran
“There as well, they had the
became self-sufficient as a result
authority because it had entered
He reiterated that the incident
of the sanctions which inflicted
their area. Naturally, they
could have easily turned into a heavy losses on Iran, especially
confronted it and downed it.”
war should the Americans
during the eight-year war which
decided to retaliate.
was imposed by Iraq.
Asked whether his forces
identified the intruding
Asked by Mr. Escobar whether Noting that Iran’s military
American drone before they shot
the 3rd Khordad air defense
achievements are incredible,
it down, Hajizadeh said, “Yes.
system and its parts were
Hajizadeh said, “Our domestic
The units in the area identified
produced domestically, General systems are not just one or two
the aircraft. The difference
Hajizadeh said “We have been examples. Thousands of
between the Global Hawk RQ4
under an arms embargo for the weapons systems are
and the MQ4 is very slight, and
last 40 years, including the eight manufactured domestically and
the units there identified it but
years of the war and the last 30 this would be impossible with
the units that publicized it didn’t
years as well. We haven’t been imports and bringing things
make that distinction, but after it
able to buy anything from the
from abroad. We are selfwas downed, the precise model
world to bring here.”
sufficient and our dynamism will
was established. And after it was
continue.”
downed and they informed me,
He said Iran is even banned from
they informed me that it was a
purchasing automotive spare
16
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Asked by Mr. Maloof if a
conflict between Iran and the
US-backed terrorist groups such
as ISIS is on the horizon,
General Hajizadeh said “Look,
we’ve been fighting them in the
last seven-eight years now, in
Iraq, Syria, Lebanon and even in
Iran and now we are continuing
to fight with their remnants and
the vast majority of them have
been destroyed and they
scattered around the region.”
“We know that they are being
supported by America and at
various times during the
conflicts they conducted
airdrops for them, supplied
them, transported their
commanders and they supported
them. They would smuggle Iraqi
oil under US protection and they
would sell the crude oil. They
are being supported by America
and in Afghanistan this is also
the case.”

decision will be taken in the
future.”
He went on to say, “We do not
see such situation in America,
US bases, the state of the US
military or the morale of
American officers and soldiers
being on that level. But we
ourselves have a duty, and with
the management of the Supreme
Leader, we always view the
future with skepticism and we
say that a big war will occur.
That is, in the military we are
always preparing ourselves for a
war.”

people nor do they care about
the people of the region.”

Hajizadeh: Zionists
determine U.S. policies,
actions
“They care about the one percent
rich people in America and we
believe that the American people
are captives of the politicians
and rulers who constitute a tiny
minority who themselves are
captives of the Zionists,” he
noted.

“It’s the Zionists that determine
who the president of the United
“In other words, if a rational
nation wants to avoid war, it has States will be and it’s them who
determine his policies and
no option but to prepare itself
for war,” he argued. “Therefore, actions,” the general added.
it’s on this basis that we are
He said America’s power is
permanently preparing
declining because of the
ourselves, developing our
pervasive corruption of its
capabilities, and fulfilling our
rulers, who “support a murderer
intelligence and operational
and because of the Saudi money
duties.”
they are supporting Daesh and
“But the fighting is not going to
be larger than the fighting that General Hajizadeh also stressed al-Qaeda which developed with
happened in the past and the
that the possibility of an incident the support of this same Saudi
Arabia. They have really fallen
majority of them have been
or misunderstanding which
and declined morally.”
eradicated and destroyed,” he
could lead to a war is higher
added.
than a pre-planned war.
According to a new report, US
Mr. Escobar asked what is the Army soldiers are being exposed
‘U.S. leaders,
to a deck of playing cards
commanders not having key message that the IRGC
wants to American officials and depicting Iranian weaponry to
the will for a war’
more importantly global public get a better sense of Iran’s
opinion to be aware of, to which weapons stockpile. General
Asked Mr. Giraldi about the
Hajizadeh responded, “We don’t Hajizadeh was asked to
possibility of an Iran-US
have much to say to American comment on the report. He said
conflict, the IRGC general said, officials because American
the American troops really know
“We do not see the American
and understand and they are
officials are not committed to
military or the American
anything nor do they have any making fun of their own
political leaders having the will firm beliefs, nor are they
officials.
for a war. But all of this comes concerned about the American
down to a decision and
ultimately, it’s possible that a
17
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“We monitor their tweets, they
curse their own officials, nasty
curses,” he said.

Asked to comment on the impact Russian Foreign Ministry
of Iran on the defensive power spokeswoman Maria Zakharova
of the region, General Hajizadeh (MZ below) explained that
said, “According to Islamic
“(h)otbeds of tension remain in
“Just imagine a few thousand
teachings, we must help
areas that are not controlled by
people have to bear the
Muslims around the world. If in the Syrian Government,” notably
circumstances of being on the
Palestine, in Lebanon, in Syria, Idlib (province) and northeastern
sea for months. For rest and
in Yemen they (Muslims) are
Syria.”
recreation, they take them to a being attacked by enemies that
barren and dry place. They are are being supported by America The same is true in southern
really under pressure and the
and European countries, it is our areas bordering Iraq and Jordan,
troops can’t really fight with this duty to support them to the best notably US-controlled/terrorist
morale.”
of our abilities and to stand with infested At Tanf and surrounding
the Resistance Front.”
areas near the border of both
“I also want to say something so
countries.
that the whole world hears this,” The general said Iran will
the general continued. “In
definitely help Palestine,
US military bases in Syria are
addition to the US bases in
Lebanon, Yemen, etc. in spite of used as platforms for endless
various regions like Afghanistan, the blockades and restrictions
war, waged by US-supported
Iraq, Kuwait, Emirates and
that exist.
ISIS, al-Nusra, and other
Qatar, we can target all naval
jihadists, aided by Pentagon-led
vessels up to a distance of 2,000 While concluding his remarks, terror-bombing.
km and we are constantly
the Iranian commander said,
monitoring them.”
“It’s not like in the past when
MZ: Al Nusra terrorists
they were alone… We are
definitely interrelated and are
“continue to shell Syrian
Iran of today not
standing
beside
each
other
and
government forces’ positions
comparable to Iran of 30
years ago: Hajizadeh the era of hit-and-run is over. We and to attack the Russian
will not allow them to oppress Khmeimim air base with attack
us and we stand united against drones despite the ‘silence
Hajizadeh noted that the Iran of America.”
regime’ introduced around the
today is not the Iran of 30 years
Idlib de-escalation zone on
ago, when an aircraft would fly
Russian Foreign August 3.”
to the center of the country like
in the Tabas incident, and Iran
Ministry on Syria, In the first 10 days of
didn’t have the equipment, the
US-supported
Venezuela, CNN September,
radar and the air defense systems
jihadists launched “over 300
to respond.
Rubbish, and US attacks” on government forces,
and Russia’s
Targeting Russian civilians,
“They shot down our Airbus
Khmeimim air base, said MZ,
passenger plane with 290 people
Nationals
adding:
on board and we couldn’t
Source:
respond, he said, adding, “But https://stephenlendman.org/2019/09/ru “(A)bout 50,000 well-armed and
ssian-foreign-ministry-on-syriatoday it is very different. Today
experienced terrorists” infest
venezuela-cnn-rubbish-and-uswe are powerful and our
Idlib alone, terrorizing are three
targeting-russian-nationals/
response will be very powerful
million province civilians,
and crushing.”
holding them hostage — with
By Stephen Lendman
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full support and encouragement “We are ready to protect
Sergey Lavrov said he never met
from Washington.
ourselves. We are ready to react him, saw him, or kept track of
We will let no one trample
his career or movements.
“The situation remains volatile sacred Venezuelan soil. We will
in northeastern Syria which is
respond and hope that never
MZ: He “and his family
illegally controlled by the United happens.”
vanished in a foreign country,
States. The terrorist underground
following which Russia
and the so-called ISIS sleeper
Venezuela’s military began
promptly launched criminal
cells have stepped up their
exercises to protect areas
proceedings. Two years later, US
activities as well,” MZ stressed. vulnerable to cross-border
media reported that the man is
attacks from Colombia.
staying in the United States,”
While peace, stability and
citing no information verifying
rebuilding is ongoing in parts of MZ: “We believe (invoking
it.
war-ravaged Syria, conflict
TIAR) can have a dangerous
resolution remains unattainable effect on regional security and CNN’s report was “classic
because US hardliners and Israel stability in South America.”
propaganda.” Notoriously
reject it.
Russophobic, it operates as “a
Only 16 of its original 35
(US imperial) tool,” appealing to
MZ expressed great concern
member states remain part of the a know-nothing audience.
about (US) attempts to further treaty. “Five years ago, in 2014,
destabilize Venezuela.
the Latin American and
MZ explained that Russian
Caribbean countries proclaimed national Alexander Korshunov
Trump regime “plans for a rapid their region a zone of peace,”
was arrested by Italian
removal of the legitimate – I
said MZ, adding:
authorities in Naples at the
repeat, legitimate – government
Trump regime’s request.
of President Nicolas Maduro
“We believe it vitally important
have failed.”
that no one rise to the
MZ: “We consider the arrest
provocation of creating a casus warrant issued by the United
US sanctions war and other
belli. This can meet someone’s States for Korshunov to be a
hostile actions harm ordinary
interests, but definitely not the planned provocation,” adding:
Venezuelans most. In cahoots
interests of Latin Americans.”
with Trump hardliners,
Russian citizens traveling abroad
Colombia’s fascist Duque
Asking Trump regime hardliners legitimately, guilty of no
regime permitted CIA and
to respect international law and wrongdoing, are extrajudicially
Pentagon elements to train
cease hostile actions against
abducted at Washington’s
paramilitaries in the country for sovereign Venezuela, Iran, and request for extradition to the US.
cross-border attacks.
other countries is an exercise in
futility, a waste of time.
They’re “hunted, including
After the US and OAS puppet
direct kidnapping. Alexander
regimes it controls invoked the CNN is the most distrusted name Konshunov is the 48th Russian
long ago outdated 1947 Interin television propaganda —
arrested at the request of the
American Treaty of Reciprocal masquerading as news. MZ
United States in a third country
Assistance (TIAR), a hostile act, commented on its disinformation since 2008.”
Venezuela’s Foreign Minister
report about Russian national
Jorge Arreaza slammed the
Oleg Smolenkov.
These incidents are flagrant
move, saying:
violations of international law
and the rights of targeted
individuals.
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the geopolitical game. We also
already know that there are at
least five US military bases and
a number of US military
advisers in Colombia, which a
simple glance at a globe will tell
you is on the other side of
Venezuela. By “shoring up
The US is a warrior state, an
relationships” to the east of
imperial state, a rogue state at
Venezuela in Guyana, the US
war on humanity, all nations it For example, I suspect most
military will almost have the
doesn’t control on its target list Americans have heard of the
Latin American rival completely
for regime change — notably
Monroe Doctrine. But I equally surrounded. The south is
Russia, China and Iran.
suspect that very few Americans covered by Brazil, which is
realized that as of now, the US another stalwart Washington
military has just recently
ally.
US military
returned to Guyana for the first
encircling
time in a decade. The purpose of And of course, we can’t forget
detachment, according to
recently ousted national security
Venezuela: Regime this
Military.com, is to “shore up
adviser John Bolton’s infamous
change
relationships amid growing
photo-op with a notepad which
tensions
in
neighboring
had written on it: “5,000 troops
preparations?
Venezuela.”
to Colombia.” I think I can
Source: https://www.rt.com/opspeak on behalf of Iran,
ed/468687-venezuela-military-usWith
regard
to
Washington’s
true
Venezuela, and any other
regime-change/
intentions toward Venezuela, I country which Bolton has
By Darius Shahtahmasebi
think it is safe to say we can rely furiously led attempts to bomb
on this opening statement from back into the Stone Age, when I
Foreign Affairs, the magazine
say farewell, you psychopath.
published by the Council on
Foreign Relations, which stated Back to the matter at hand,
that “the United States has a
despite Bolton’s removal,
clear objective in Venezuela:
Venezuela continues to be a
regime change and the
major thorn in Washington’s side
restoration of democracy and the requiring remediation. As
rule of law.” A basic
explained by Military.com, “Air
understanding of the English
Force officials hope the service’s
language would require that this relationship with the Guyanese
sentence poses an oxymoron, as military remains strong,
While protests in Hong Kong
US-enforced regime change
especially as Russia and China
and the debacles in the UK
Parliament under Boris Johnson could never ever amount to the continue to encroach into
implementation of democracy southern hemisphere and
have pushed Venezuela out of
and the rule of law.
political unrest in Venezuela
the media narrative, a recent
shows no signs of subsiding.”
troop detachment indicates
So
we
know
that
the
US
wants
Caracas may be back in the
to oust Nicolas Maduro’s
If anyone has experience in
crosshairs.
government,
as
confirmed
by
being encircled by US bases,
The US has a long and hidden
history of encircling rivals and one of the leading think-tanks in then Russia and China surely
US “actions are politically
biased and are designed to
pressure Russia and Russians,
along with the sanctions, as well
as to raise tensions in our
relations with other countries.”

adversaries with military bases
with two notable goals in mind:
one being to contain and
surround the rival nation to
prevent it from expanding its
sphere of influence as much as
possible; and two, to support a
regime-change operation in that
rival nation.
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come to mind. But we will come According to the Nation, the US presence there, and has bases
back to this issue later.
has over 800 formal military
further surrounding Iran
bases in 80 countries, “a number including and especially in
“Guyana sits is in a strategic
that could exceed 1,000 if you nations such as Pakistan. At one
location on the north edge of
count troops stationed at
stage in our not so recent history,
South America and on the
embassies and missions and so- the US had about 125,000 US
Caribbean,” Maj. Gen. Andrew called ‘lily-pond’ bases, with
troops in close proximity to Iran.
Croft, 12th Air Force (Air
some 138,000 soldiers stationed As the US constantly flirts with
Forces Southern) commander, around the globe.”
troop levels in places like
said during a recent telephone
Afghanistan, then threatens to
interview.
Collectively, some other 11
send more to staunch allies such
countries including Russia, the as Saudi Arabia in an endless
“That’s what makes it important. United Kingdom, Turkey, China, dispute with Tehran, this reality
Also, as political change
France and India, have barely
will be in place for some time to
happens in the nation and they some 70 bases between them.
come.
become more aligned with us,
it’s important for us to make
This explains why when, earlier Or take a look at Syria. Iran is
those personal relationships not this year, the US demanded
Syria’s closest ally, yet somehow
only through the embassy, but Moscow cut its ties with the
US troops ended up occupying
also through the military and the Venezuelan government, Russia 30 percent of Syria’s territory,
Guyana defense force, which is essentially laughed in response. including its most oil-rich parts,
currently about 3,000 strong
As I hinted above, Russia will and has multiple bases there.
with the intent to nearly double know the dilemmas of facing a Through leaked documents, we
it in the upcoming years.”
US military presence on multiple know regime change has been a
avenues almost more than any dream for the foreign policy
A bit presumptuous, isn’t it? “As other party. Russia constantly
establishment for years.
political change happens in the has to deal with the very real
nation and they become more
prospect that the US will
And we don’t need a Foreign
aligned with us”? Who’s to say establish a permanent military Affairs article to tell us that
that Guyana will become more presence close to its border. In regime change is the ultimate
aligned with the US? Well, the Germany alone, the US has
goal of Washington’s war hawks
US, that’s who. Because
about 38,000 personnel stationed with respect to Iran. Even with
according to the US foreign
there, and wants to deploy at
Bolton gone in spectacular,
policy playbook, the Monroe
least 1,000 to Poland. The Baltic Trump-Twitter-style fashion, this
Doctrine means exhorting
States of Estonia, Latvia and
will never change. Iran has too
Washington’s will on Latin
Lithuania have a semimuch oil and natural gas and
America and rejecting any
permanent, rotating presence of acts too independently for
attempt for those countries to
4,500 troops. The US also has America’s liking, forging strong
steer towards socialism, Russia, close partnerships with Georgia ties with Russia, China, North
China, or any other entity or
and sells lethal weapons to
Korea, Syria and attempting to
ideology the US declares hostile. Ukraine.
bypass the US dollar on multiple
It bears to remind oneself that as
fronts.
part of this foreign policy
The same is true for almost any
playbook, right-wing, nationalist adversary caught in
So, should Venezuela begin to
and/or populist ideologies are
Washington’s crosshairs. Iran is worry about the increased
almost never opposed or rejected a prime example. The US
number of US troops on its
by the US, but welcomed
invaded Afghanistan and Iraq
border? Given our recent history,
warmly with open arms.
and established a neverending I can only say, probably, yes it
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should. The US has made clear one-sided. It has been practically women, as they will now be able
its intentions toward this Latin impossible to find out from the to inherit property if they marry
American nation and while an international press reports what outside the region and can fully
invasion or attempted regime- the Indian Government’s side of participate in local politics. The
change operation would be
the story. The BBC, Aljazeera, Indian government hopes to
disastrous, don’t ever put this
New York Times, CNN have all transform Jammu and Kashmir
fact alone past them. As we saw joined the Pakistani government into a major tourist hub.
in Iraq, Libya and Afghanistan, in condemning India’s
where there is a will, there is a “invasion” of Kashmir. Many
With temples and shrines dotting
way, and the US will surely have pundits are even predicting that the pristine landscape, Kashmir
its way or face losing
the move could cause a nuclear has always been the home of
geostrategic and oil-rich nations war. But how is it possible that Hindu culture; it is to India what
like Venezuela to its arch-rivals, an emerging superpower could Crimea is to Russia: an integral
Russia and China.
be completely silenced in the
and essential part of the Indian
international press? What
nation.
geopolitical
and
ideological
The Kashmir Crisis interests at stake?
Under the new arrangements,
and the Information
disadvantaged minorities such
the Gurjar and Bakarwal will
War against India The Indian Government’s asbenefit
from India’s affirmative
view
Source:
action legislation which was
https://www.gearoidocolmain.org/theenacted to protect and promote
kashmir-crisis-and-the-informationIn a video posted online the
war-against-india/
the rights of ethnic minorities.
Indian Ambassador to the United
States, Harsh Vardhan Shringla
By Gearóid Ó Colmáin
The recent moves by the Indian
clarified his government’s
Government will greatly
position. In 1947 the region of
increase investment and
Jammu and Kashmir became
industrial development in the
part of the Union of India.
region. Previous government
Article 370 of the Indian
spending in the region was
constitution was a temporary
wasted on top-down
measure which granted special
administrative polices; it did not
status to the region, thus
benefit ordinary workers. The
facilitating its integration into
abrogation of Article 370 should
the Union of India.
stimulate small to medium
businesses.
Under the new administrative
On 5 August the Indian
re-organisation, the region will
The Indian Agricultural
government issued a presidential
have its own legislative
decree abrogating Article 370 of assembly and chief minister, and Federation will purchase apples
from the region which will
the Constitution which granted
its citizens will have the same
improve the lives of almost a
special status to the disputed
rights as other Indians. For
million farmers. The Indian
Jammu Kashmir region, a
example, recent legislation
Government is organising a
territory claimed by both India
protecting women from marital
major investment conference in
and Pakistan.
violence will now also apply to
October. Prime Minister
Jammu and Kashmir.
Narendra Modi has said that the
But the international press
only thing Article 370 brought to
coverage of this story has been The administrative
Jammu and Kashmir region is
almost universally hostile and reorganisation also empowers
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nepotism and terrorism,
secessionism and corruption.
That is pretty much the gist of
what India’s Ambassador to the
United States said. Let’s call it
the position of India’s defence
lawyer. For the moment, that is
all we will say about it. Now, let
us turn to the accusations of
international media and NGOs.

India’s “crackdown”

Government Takeover of their
State.” We see thousands of
youths protesting the military
occupation. The scenes of
violence on the streets resemble
confrontations between the
Israeli Defence Forces and
Palestinians.

way of voicing objections to
Indian rule in Kashmir? No!

The Jihadists and Islamic State
terrorists which Vice News
presents as innocent victims of
Indian police say they are hit by
plastic pellets whenever they
attempt to demonstrate
It is instructive to understand peacefully. But that is not the
that whenever Muslims attempt Indian government’s view of the
to portray themselves as victims, matter. The Indian government
the Palestinian/Israeli analogy says they are shot when they
is invoked.
attack the police. The fact that
the protesters are openly
Vice News tells us, “Insurgents supporters of terrorists might
in Kashmir have been fighting just lend some credence to the
Indian rule; they want
Indian government’s view. But
independence or to be part of
we do not even hear it. No
Pakistan.” The reporter speaks to Indian government official is
the “Muslim protesters” who are interviewed; no official
disguised due to “fear of
statement of the government is
retaliation.”
reported.

Report after report in the
international press tells the story
of a “brutal crackdown” and
military curfew in Jammu and
Kashmir. Human rights groups,
in particular, Amnesty
International, have denounced a
series of high-profile arrests and
detentions; the UN Human
Rights Council has condemned
India’s actions and the
The young men say they are
government of Pakistan has
fighting for a good cause. Then
called on the International
the camera shows us a clip of
Community to intervene.
them protesting for their good
cause. We see them in
The Indian government was
forced to cut communications in balaclavas shouting “Allahu
some parts of Kashmir due to Akbar” in front of a flag of the
the international disinformation Islamic State! They hold slogans
campaign waged by Pakistan which say “ No, to democracy,
we want Khalifate.”
which formed the basis of the
entire international press
coverage. If there is any lesson
the Indian government needs to
learn here, it is this: they need
to invest in the infowar!

As they shout, “ We want an
Islamic State”, the voiceover
says that these poor innocent
victims of Indian colonialism
have “no safe way” to voice
Jammu and Kashmir’s their objections! This is an
extremely serious accusation
“freedom fighters”
against the Indian government.
Did the reporters verify this
Let’s have a look at some of the information? Did they consult
reports. Vice News has a report Indian officials to find out if it is
entitled: “Kashmir’s Rebellious indeed true that there is no safe
Youth Face a Central
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Then, the reporters focus on one
of the Jihadist victims of the
police. His family say he was
shot; the police say he died from
his own grenade. We have no
way of knowing the cause of the
boy’s death. But Vice News
wants us to hear what his friends
have to say. The Indian police
are called “oppressors, merciless
animals”, etc. The reporter
constantly reminds us that
India’s ruling party Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) are
“hardline.”
Now, we finally get to hear the
Government’s point of view on
the youth’s death. A BJP
“hardline” spokesman says, “ I
believe the police’s account
100%. If he was innocent, if he
was clean, he should have been
home at the time. It was Eid.”
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But we are left in no doubt about
who the good guys and bad guys
are in this report: the good guys
are youths who oppose
democracy and glorify
terrorism; the bad guys are the
Indian government.
We could multiply the above
analysis by a thousand for all the
other international press reports
on this issue. The Indian
government says Pakistan is
fomenting terrorism and unrest
in Kashmir.
After the Indian government’s
abrogation of Article 370,
Pakistan’s Inter-Services
Intelligence (ISI) agency
launched a global media
campaign using sophisticated
software and social media. But
why did the international press
take their side? To answer that
question, we need to look at a
broader ideological problem.

movement and pandering to the
fake “human rights” agendas of
wealthy, Western NGOs.
But not only does Arundhati Roy
distort facts; she sometimes
presents fiction as fact,
propagating outrageous lies.
Arundhati Roy is the go-to girl
for Western liberal
commentaries on India. From
the BCC and New York Times to
the “left of the left” Le Monde
Diplomatique and Democracy
Now!, she is eulogised as an
activist who stands up for the
rights of India’s poorest and
most oppressed people.

Lies about Gujarat riots

Her commentaries often make
international headlines and have
contributed to a pervasively
negative image of India.

Since Indian Prime Minister
On 27 February 2002, India
Narendra Modi’s rise to power experienced some of its worst
in 2014, Roy has reported on
riots since independence.
lynchings of oppositionists to
Violence erupted in Godhra train
Islamo-Leftist alliance the new, “fascist” regime. But station in Gujarat state after a
few of her followers in the West thousand-strong Muslim gang
Much of the disinformation
are aware that many of the
attacked a train of Hindu,
about Kashmir comes from the lynchings have actually been
Ramsevak pilgrims, burning 58
fake, corporate-funded
against supporters of Narendra people alive, including twenty“alternative” media. The US
Modi. In April this year, in fact, seven women and ten children.
Ford Foundation and Sorosa BJP worker was found hanging
financed Democracy Now! news from a tree in Purulia, Bengal. The atrocity provoked a
channel has given a platform for He is not the first BJP worker to genocidal revenge attack by the
prominent anti-India
have been lynched; two other
Hindus which resulted in over
propagandists such as Arundhati BJP workers were lynched the 720 Muslim deaths. An
Roy and Mirza Waheed —
previous year.
independent commission
bourgeois elitists who have
established that the Muslim
made lucrative careers pandering Thousands of BJP workers have terrorists had meticulously
to Western prejudice about India. been threatened and are
planned the ambush and that
regularly harassed by leftist
they had help from organisations
organisations. But Arundhati
in Pakistan. However, the focus
Roy never mentioned that fact; of India’s liberal press and the
her focus is entirely on
international media was entirely
demonising the Hindutva
on the Hindu attacks on
24
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Muslims. The train burning
calling for Hindus to be chopped
incident was practically ignored. to pieces.
The BBC ran the headline, “ 58
Hindu ‘extremists’ burnt to
death”. Agence France Press
also referred to the Ramsevak
families as extremists.

After the riots, 40,000 Hindus
were confined to refugee camps.
There were Muslim counterattacks on Hindus on 2 and 3
March and Muslim riots would
continue intermittently
thereafter.

Narendra Modi was Chief
Minister of Gujarat at the time.
He was accused of allowing the Arundhati Roy was instrumental
Hindu rioters to take revenge on in the information war waged
the Muslims. But the judicial
against Narendra Modi at the
enquiry found no evidence of
time. She claimed Hindu rioters
collusion on Modi’s part. In
had murdered a pregnant
August 2002 Journeyman
woman, cutting out the baby
Pictures made a documentary
from her womb. Indian police
entitled: A State of Complicity
launched an investigation into
which claimed the riots were
the crime but couldn’t find
“state-sponsored”.
anyone who was aware of the
story.
The documentary only focuses
on the sufferings of Muslims; it They contacted Arundhati Roy
ignores the sufferings of Hindus. to ask for her help. They
It also fails to explain why the received a letter from her lawyer
police shot many of the 250
saying she was not legally
Hindus killed in the riots. Nor obliged to cooperate. The story
does the documentary
had been made up — probably
investigate the allegations
by Arundhati Roy herself.
against Congress Party member
Taufeeq Khan Pathan and his
In a speech she gave to
son Zulfi, who were reportedly Northwestern Law School in
seen leading the Muslim
Chicago, Roy claimed that “no
attackers.
one knows who set fire to the
train” — another preposterous
After the Gujarat massacre,
lie! In March 2011, New Dehli
Modi was prevented from
Supreme Court sentenced 11 to
getting a visa to the United
death and 20 to life
States on orders from
imprisonment for the Godhra
Condoleeza Rice. The US
massacre. No one has ever
wanted to placate Pakistan as
doubted the validity of the
they needed their support in
verdicts — except of course
Afghanistan. Ironically, the
Arundhati Roy and her gullible
murderers in Godhra train
leftist fans!
station had been screeching their
support for Osama Bin Laden on Tehelka’s Sting Operation
loudspeakers before the attack,
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On 7 November 2007, Tehelka
magazine published a story
entitled, “Truth, Gujarat 2002”,
which claimed they had
interviewed Hindu extremist
collaborators with Narendra
Modi who had committed mass
murder during the riots. The
Journeyman Pictures
documentary mentioned above
makes much use of this
“exposé”.
One of the men who was
secretly filmed claimed Modi
had encouraged him to commit
mass murder. He says Modi
spent the second day of the riots
going around the Gujarat city of
Ahmedabad telling people they
had done well and should do
more. The notion that the Chief
Minister of the state would
personally tour a state to egg on
mass murderers, encouraging
them to commit more murder, is
more than far-fetched; it is
plainly ludicrous!
Even if the Chief Minister had
backed the Hindu riots, he
would not have gone around
personally encouraging the
murder; and if had, he would
certainly not have escaped
notice by the hostile, liberal
press.
The people interviewed also
made statements claiming Modi
was in places the public record
proves are false. Tehelka
magazine is currently under
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investigation by India’s Serious
Fraud Investigation Office for Most people in the West have
conflict of interest. Its editor
heard of the awful fate of
Tarun Tejpal was described by farmers in India, who are
the Guardian as one of India’s committing mass suicide due to
most influential figures. It was debt and the nefarious influence
Tejpal’s publishing company
of agribusiness. The
India Lnk which published
phenomenon is true but some of
Arundhati Roy’s bestseller ‘The the stories diffused in the West
God of Small Things’ in 1998. In are greatly exaggerated.
2013, Tejpal was accused of
sexual assault by a colleague. He Many of these stories are being
is currently on bail. Tejpal fired propagated by NDTV, which is
one of the magazine’s senior
owned by Arundhati’s cousin
editors after he wrote a story
Prannoy Roy. A former partner
about a Goan mining company’s of Rupert Murdoch, Prannoy
exploitation of workers. The
Roy has been charged with tax
mining company was sponsoring fraud and insider trading on
Thinkfest, a festival of movie
several occasions. NDTV is also
stars, intellectuals and “social
the source for many of the heartactivists” organised by Tehelka. rending stories of farmers. In
Other journalists working in the 2016, NDTV reported that
paper have said they have not
farmer suicides had doubled
been paid. This is the corporate, since Modi took power in 2014
“left-wing” alt-globalist class of – a whopping lie! In fact, the
Arundhati Roy.
official figures show that the
2016 suicide rate of 11,370 was
The sleazy and dishonest record the lowest in 15 years.
of Tehelka magazine lends
further plausibility to the
Discrediting social
accusations many researchers
housing projects
have made that their so-called
“revelations” about the 2002
Gujarat riots were a political
psyops designed to discredit
India’s nationalist Hindutva
movement and Narendra Modi’s
leadership.

and cheap loans for poor people.
If successful, Modi’s plan could
greatly reduce extreme poverty
in India. Anyone who cares
about the poor would welcome a
plan to house every family in the
nation. But not, Roy’s NDTV.
They attempted to discredit
Modi’s plan by misquoting one
of his speeches in order to make
him appear ridiculous. They
have also been caught in
flagrante delicto attempting to
increase tension with Pakistan
by spreading lies and
disinformation about the Indian
government’s intentions.

The Journeyman Pictures
documentary claims Tehelka‘s
sting operation is probably the
greatest journalistic work in
modern history. In reality, it is a The Modi government has an
ambitious and commendable
text-book example of highplan of providing housing for all
profile fake news.
Indians by 2022. The plan
involves providing free housing
Farmer suicides
in new flats for slum dwellers

Conclusion
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Arundhati Roy and her liberal
leftist media outlets deceive their
readers by using such terms as
“neoliberalism” and “American
imperialism” to create the
impression that they oppose the
global finance capitalist order,
when in fact, they are an
indispensable cog in its machine
of ruthless class domination.
Perhaps readers who attend the
next Arundhati Roy conference
should ask her about media
moguls who avoid tax, discredit
popular policies and spread warmongering disinformation; or
slick publishers who promote
feminists while assaulting
women.

All over the world, populist
movements are emerging.
People are sick and tired of the
lies of liberal elites and their
leftist collaborators; India is no
different. The political and
media establishment in India is
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just as anti-Indian as the political against Chinese expansion in the country. Why would that
and media establishment in
region. That is why the CIA has surprise you?
every European country is anti- intensive regime change
European; the interests of the
programmes and separatist
Iran rejects
majority are always ignored and movements in neighbouring
Pompeo’s ‘lies’
denigrated. The entire discourse Pakistan – a key ally of China.
on minorities is a sinister
But Trump’s recent lie claiming about Yemeni drone
reflection of the fact that a
that he offered to mediate in the
minority controls the world, and Kashmir crisis will remind India raids on Saudi oil
any political movement with
that it must also let Washington
sites
mass support is a danger to that know it will not become a
Source:
oligarchy.
geopolitical tool. Pakistan’s
https://www.presstv.com/Detail/2019/0
accusations that India is
9/15/606234/Iran-Abbas-MousaviYemen-Mike-Pompeo
The Modi administration is
supporting separatism in
facing many domestic and
Balochistan are probably true;
Tehran has dismissed the US’s
international problems. India is but so are India’s claims that
claim of Iranian involvement in
emerging as a great power and is Pakistan’s ISI is behind
the recent Yemeni drone attacks
attempting to carve out a space terrorism in their country.
on Saudi oil facilities, saying
for itself in a complex
geopolitical context. Many of
There are many reasons which Washington seems to be shifting
Modi’s foreign policies are
explain the left-liberal/ Islamist from a failed campaign of
dangerous. For example, Modi alliance. Left-liberals function “maximum pressure” to one of
“maximum lying” and “deceit”
has established close relations on the basis of victimology;
with Israel. Over 40 % of Israeli Islamists play the same game. against the Islamic Republic.
arms are now bought by India. Both ideologies are fanatically
Iranian Foreign Minister
The behaviour of Islamo-Lefists collectivist and therefore,
has pushed India into an alliance journalists who subscribe to one Mohammad Javad Zarif
responded in a tweet on Sunday
with Israel. As a result, populists or other ideology are usually
in India perceive Israel as an
incapable of independent critical to US Secretary of State Mike
ally, completely unaware of the thought. Left-wingers will turn Pompeo’s claim that Tehran had
“launched an unprecedented
fact that Israel is the key state
to Democracy Now! and
attack on the world’s energy
apparatus behind Islamic
Arundhati Roy, while many
terrorism. Policymakers in India Muslims will fall for whatever supply” and “is behind nearly
100 attacks on Saudi Arabia.”
would do well to listen to the
victim story the left-liberal
former director of Pakistan’s ISI establishment and Al Jazeera
Pompeo’s rant came after
General Hamid Gul who has
throw at them.
Yemeni armed forces conducted
said in no uncertain terms that
neocons and Zionists were
The truth, as Oscar Wilde said, is a large-scale drone operation on
behind 911.
rarely pure and never simple. If Saudi Arabia’s Aramco oil
facilities in response to Riyadh’s
there is one message you can
On the other hand, India
take from this article it is this: years-long military aggression,
continues to have friendly
India is not oppressing Jammu causing a partial halt in crude
and gas production from the
relations with Iran. India is home and Kashmir — Jammu and
to the second-highest population Kashmir region is part of India. world’s top oil exporter.
of Shia Muslims outside Iran.
Many of the Indian
The top US diplomat, however,
India is attempting to compete commentators in the Western
failed short of offering any
with China. The United States media are pathological liars,
evidence to substantiate his
wants India to act as a bulwark frauds and traitors to their
claim.
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lies” due to Washington’s policy
Zarif said Pompeo is now
failures.
resorting to a campaign of “max
deceit” against Iran after the
Mousavi added that “futile
administration he serves failed to allegations and blind statements
achieve the desired results from as such are incomprehensible
its anti-Iran “maximum
and meaningless within the
pressure” policy — which has framework of diplomacy.”
seen Washington impose the
toughest of economic sanctions The Iranian official said such
against the Iranian nation.
remarks “seem more like a plot
being hatched by secret and
“US & its clients are stuck in intelligence organizations aimed
Yemen because of illusion that at tarnishing a country’s image
weapon superiority will lead to and setting the stage for future
military victory,” said Zarif. actions.”
The top Iranian diplomat further
called attention to a four-point
peace proposal that Tehran
submitted to the United Nations
in April 2015 in an effort to help
end the conflict in Yemen.

Syrian President Bashar AlAssad issued a legislative decree
for granting new general
amnesty on crimes committed
before the date of the decree.
The new legislative decree
carries number 20 for 2019
covers the crimes against the
state before 14 September 2019
and does not cover the crimes
against the people, who maintain
the right to sue the criminals for
crimes committed against them
individually.

The Foreign Ministry
spokesman also criticized Saudi
Arabia for fueling the flames of
war in the region by committing
various war crimes in Yemen for
about five years, and hailed
Yemen for putting up resistance
“Blaming Iran won’t end
in the face of the aggression.
This decree, as all previous
disaster. Accepting our April '15
amnesty decrees, is meant to
proposal to end war & begin Mousavi called for an end to the encourage criminals and
talks may,” Zarif added.
Saudi attacks against Yemen as terrorists of Syrian citizenship to
well as a halt in the flow of arms repent, stop their crimes, and
The Iranian proposal calls for an from the West to the Riyadh
return to their normal lives after
immediate ceasefire and end of regime as the sole means of
their statuses are settled
all foreign military attacks,
restoring peace to the troubled accordingly.
humanitarian assistance, a
region.
resumption of broad national
One of the articles stipulates that
dialog and “establishment of an
President
Assad
the full punishment is dropped
inclusive national unity
for a kidnapper if he would free
Issues a New
government.”
the kidnapped safely without any
In similar comments, Abbas
Mousavi, the spokesman for
Zarif’s ministry, rejected
Pompeo’s claims.
The Americans, he said,
unleashed an anti-Iran
“maximum pressure” campaign,
which appears to be morphing
into a campaign of “maximum

General Amnesty –
Idlib Military
Operation

return and hand the kidnapped to
the nearest law enforcement
agency within one month of this
decree’s effective date. This is to
Source:
ensure the safety of the
https://www.syrianews.cc/president- kidnapped and prioritize it over
assad-issues-new-general-amnestythe need for punishment, saving
idlib-military-operation/
lives is a priority over punishing
the criminals.
By Arabi Souri
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Other articles have reduced the open desert borders with Saudi, manned the checkpoint with
punishment for those covered in one of the highest consumers of buses to transport the residents
this general amnesty as follows: drugs in the world.
fleeing terrorists’ occupied town,
medical staff, and ambulances,
The
CIA’s
finance
department
and food packages. Turkey’s
• Death penalty to lifetime
uses the revenues from its drugs sponsored terrorists occupying
prison
illicit business to finance the
the town have not allowed a
CIA’s covert and overt terror
single citizen to flee for safety.
• Lifetime penalty with
spreading
and
enabling
hard labor to 20 years of
operations worldwide.
Taking in consideration the
prison with hard labor
timing of the General Amnesty
Other articles of this amnesty
Decree and this passage, the
• Lifetime penalty to 20
cover
all
the
punishment
for
Syrian Arab Army seems to be
years prison penalty
minor
crimes
and
fines,
one
third
preparing to resume its military
(without hard labor)
of imprisonments, the full
operation to clean more towns in
imprisonments
for
AWOL’s
NATO’s last stronghold in the
Customs law violators will have
province of Idlib run by Nusra
their prison sentences dropped if (Absence without leave for
military
servicemen)
which
Front (Al-Qaeda Levant –
they would pay the fees and
HTS…) and its affiliates,
settle their cases with Customs includes who escapes the
compulsory
military
service
starting with Abu Dhuhur (Abu
HQ, however, this does not
completely inside the country
Al-Dhohour) town.
cover drugs traffickers and
and
abroad
if
they
would
return
weapons smugglers. Syria has
very tough anti-drugs policies themselves in within 3 months
for those inside the country and
which include the capital
punishment for drug traffickers 6 months for those outside the
which has been effective prior to country from the date this decree
the current US-led war of terror is effective, and other
punishments.
on the country to almost
completely eliminate drugproducing and trafficking in the Details of the full articles of the
decree, its enforcement, and
country and to disgrace those
Rescue staff waiting for civilians who can flee
exceptions, are mentioned on
the Nusra Front occupied Abu Ad Dhuhur in
involved.
Idlib Countryside
SANA’s website in Arabic.
Unfortunately, the CIA finance
Watch yesterday’s Syrian
department has taken advantage General Amnesty decrees in
Ikhabariya News Channel report
Syria usually precede major
of the activities of the CIA’s
(in Arabic for an idea) about the
terror spreading department in military operations to allow the arrangements done by the Syrian
Syria to lure many terrorists in terrorists and criminals to drop state for handling the residents
drug-producing and trafficking their weapons and avoid further who can flee Nusra Front in Abu
killing and them getting killed Ad Dhuhur town:
in areas under their control,
by the Syrian Armed Forces in
especially in areas bordering
cleaning new areas.
https://youtu.be/zP0awDEMb78
Lebanon, one of the world’s
highest producers of Hashish
and Captagon hallucinating pills, The Syrian state has opened for Erdogan’s most loyal Nusra
Turkey, one of the regional hub the past 4 days a safe corridor in Front terrorists keep the civilians
captive under their control to use
for all sorts of organized crimes areas under its control for the
residents
of
Abu
Al-Dhohour
in
them as human shields when
including drugs international
distribution, and Jordan with its Idlib southeastern countryside,
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facing the Syrian Arab Army and
allies.
SAA has ceased all military
operations in the area honoring
an agreement reached, for the
umpteen time, between Russia’s
President Putin and Turkish
regime pariah Erdogan. We
anticipate the military operation
to resume as soon as the meeting
between the leaders of Russia
and Iran and the pariah of
Turkey fails in swaying the latter
to drop support of Al-Qaeda in
Syria’s Idlib province, or in the
event terrorists loyal to Erdogan
would carry out any provocation
from now until then.
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